Sanghamitra School
Class: IV
Revision worksheet for Annual Examination
Objective: To Revise the concepts for Annual Exam.
le Read and answer:
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Jackal was known for his cleverness and often used his wits to trick other animals. He
especially enjoyed playing tricks on the migh . Lion. But one day, Lion almost put an end to
all of Jackal's pranks.
Jackal was walking along, feeling vain because he had just tricked Hyena out of a meal. He
was not paying attention to where he was going. Instead, he waslaughing about how smart hewas.
Only when it was too late did Jackal realize that he had walked right up to Lion. He was about
to turn and nm. Lion was just a few steps awa ' staring at him and looking not at all friendly.
Jackal knew that he was in serious trouble for he could never hope to outrun Lion when he
was this close to him. But Jackal didn't panic. Instead, he started wailing loudly and digging
the ground,
'Oh, Lion, what will we do? Those rocks over there are falling, and they'll surely crush us
both!' he exclaimed.
Lion quickly looked at the rocks, and indeed they did seem to be tilting towards them, as
though they were about to fall. He had never paid much attention to them before, and so he
didn't know that this was how they always looked.
'Quick, Lion,' cried Jackal. 'Use your mighty strength to stop the rocks while I go find a log
to support them. 'Lion threw his huge shoulder against the rocks and pushed with all his might.
We'll never know how long he stayed there before he understood that Jackal had tricked him
once agam.
Perhaps, he's still there!
1.Why did Jackal especially like to trick Lion?

----------------------------------

2. Was Jackal planning to visit Lion?
--_._-----3. Pick out the word from the passage that means the same as
(a) naughty tricks
(b) crying out sadly_
4, The words J1Uge,long, mighty are (verbs/ adjectives)
5. Write the past tense of the following:
3. Throw - ----1. Pay 2. Know----6. Write the antonym of the following: (a) foolishness(b) Puny, tiny-

--,----------

4. Fall-
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7. Circle the correct spelling.'
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(a) mysterious I mysterous I mysterius

(b) misrable I miserable I miserabel

(c) Spectator / spictater / spectater

(d) strenth / strength / strenkth

(e) sholder ! shouldre / shoulder

(t) streit I strayt / straight

II. Fill in the blanks with but I and / or I be~~
1. Would you prefer the red dress
2. Lata took a cab
3. Tea

the blue one?
it was getting dark.

coffee are the most preferred beverages in the world.

4. Darjeeling

Assam are the biggest producers of tea in India.

5. I enjoy gardening

it refreshes me.

6. I went to the hospital

I was feeling unwell.

7. You will find crockery in counter six
8. I came early to office

In. Circle

counter seven.
_ I had to complete my assignment.

the correct preposition.

1. The teacher was angry (with / at) me.

5. The pear fell (off / from) the tree.

2. The bottle is full ( of I with) water.

6. Karen fell ( off / into) the pool

3. Let's sit here and wait (after I for) Anjali.

7. Roma was (in / at) Mumbai last week.

4. Sunny has been ill ( since I for) last night.

8. The cat jumped ( after / off) the chair.

IV. Fill in theJ;!Janks with suitable similes:
~.-~_e-_,~~~~t,-_-_fe_~a_th_e_r_,
__ d_e_s_ert_,
__ cU_c_u_f_flb_e_r_,
__ o_w_l_,
__ ligh_tn_in_g_,
_tr_e_e_----'
1 Kim is never nervous. She is always as cool as

_

2. My grandma knows so much, she is as wise as an

_

3. Amit is a good tennis player. He runs as quick as -------4. I was as busy as a
as I worked to finish my homework.
5.Without her glasses on, Jolly felt as blind as a -----6. I'm so thirsty, my mouth is as dry as a
7. The baby kitten is as light as a
8. My older brother is as tall as a

_
_
_
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Sanghamitra School
Class: IV
Revision worksheet for Annual Exam
Objective: To practice for Annual Exam.
1. Draw a lint: segment of 3.4 cm.
2. Draw 8 circle of radius 4 cm and find its
diameter.
3. Calculate the area of the given figure
each square is of areoJ sq. cm.
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Sub: Math

5. Convert: (a) 7 km 826 m to m
(b) 5936 ml to litre
6. Fill in the blanks:
1 kg=
g
1 km=
m
11=
ml
1 m=
cm
I 1 cm=
mm
I 7. Calculate the sum of f 626.75 and ~
. 359.70.
8. Find the perimeter of a rectangle
whole dimensions are 6 cm and 2 cm.
9. Name the following lines:
(a) ~
(b)
.c .p
et >

<,

I4. Find the perimeter of the given figure.
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Sanghamitra School
Class: IV 1 Social Science
SA - 11 - Revision W orksheet
Objective: To revise for Annual Exam.
Write neatly and submit on 27/03/2018
I. Answer the following questions
1. What is the other name of Indus Valley Civilisation?
2. List out the uses of coal.
3. Mention the factors to be considered before choosing a
mode of transport.
4. Give three examples of non metallic minerals.
5. How is money useful for setting up of an industry?
6. What are the geographical conditions required for the
cultivation of jute and wheat crops?

(c)
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Sanghamitra School
Class: IV / Science Revision Worksheet
Objective: To revise for Annual Exam.
Answer the following questions.
l.Differentiare between
a) land and sea reeze with diagram
b hibernation an
'ation ~
c herbivores and carnivores
cl) condensation an evaporation
e) deforestation and afforestation
2. Define the following
a) me~D;1orphosis b) moulting
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